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(54) CELL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

(57) A method in a network node for transmitting a
cell identifier to identify a source for one or more beamed
transmissions includes determining a cell identifier (CID)
of the network node. The method also includes determin-

ing a beam identifier (BID) of a beam of the network node.
The method further includes linking the CID and the BID
and transmitting the BID and the CID to one or more user
equipment (UE).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates, in general, to
wireless communications and, more particularly, to mo-
bility reference signals.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In RAN1#86bis, it has been agreed that for L3
mobility based on downlink (DL) measurement in CON-
NECTED mode user equipment (UE), at least non-UE-
specific DL signals can be used for CONNECTED mode
radio resource management (RRM) measurement. Ad-
ditionally, further study will be conducted on certain DL
signals for CONNECTED mode RRM measurement: (1)
Cell related reference signal (RS) which is carrying Cell-
ID (e.g. new radio primary synchronization signal (NR-
PSS), new radio secondary synchronization signal (NR-
SSS)); (2) RS for mobility: association with beam-ID
and/or Cell-ID; (3) RS for demodulating broadcast chan-
nel; and (4) A combination of (1) and (2). Other options
are not precluded. Furthermore, further study will be con-
ducted on certain RRM measurement quantities to be
reported for L3 mobility: (1) derived per cell (e.g., if multi-
beam, as a function of multi-beam measurements); (2)
derived per beam; and (3) A combination of (1) and (2).

SUMMARY

[0003] Beam grouping indication utilizes the cell ID
(CID) information that is already configured for local iden-
tification of cells. An example of such local identifier is
the physical cell identifier (PCI) in LTE. MRS is transmit-
ted, carrying the beam ID information. Associated with
the BID, additional CID information is transmitted that
can be detected when detecting the BID. It is understood
that the CID information can be detected before, after,
or simultaneous with detecting the BID. The UE can thus
receive the MRS and detect the BID, extract association
information from the BID to detect an associated CID,
and finally detect the CID associated with the BID. Alter-
natively, the CID and BID parts may be detected sepa-
rately and their association established.
[0004] Some examples of providing associated CID in-
fo are:

• Transmitting sequence-modulated CID info that is
scrambled with a sequence derived from the BID

• Transmitting conventionally modulated symbols with
CID info whose demodulation reference signal
(DMRS) and modulation level and coding scheme
(MCS) are derived from BID

• Transmitting a physical downlink channel (PDCH)
container whose time/frequency (T/F) resources,

DMRS and/or MCS are derived from BID

• Transmitting a dedicated control signaling message
to the UE that provides the mapping between the
BIDs and their corresponding CIDs.

[0005] In the preferred embodiment, the inclusion of
CID info to accompany MRS transmission at the network
(NW) and reception at the UE are configurable; in some
deployments its transmission may be omitted.
[0006] In a particular embodiment, a method in a net-
work node for transmitting a cell identifier to identify a
source for one or more beamed transmissions includes
determining a cell identifier (CID) of the network node.
The method also includes determining a beam identifier
(BID) of a beam of the network node. The method further
includes linking the CID and the BID and transmitting the
BID and the CID to one or more user equipment (UE).
[0007] In another embodiment, a method in a UE for
receiving a cell identifier to identify a source for one or
more beamed transmissions includes receiving a BID
from a network node and receiving a CID linked to the
BID.
[0008] In yet another embodiment, a network node for
transmitting a cell identifier to identify a source for one
or more beamed transmissions includes a memory and
a processor. The processor is communicatively coupled
to the memory and determines a cell identifier (CID) of
the network node. The processor also determines a
beam identifier (BID) of a beam of the network node and
links the CID and the BID. The processor further transmits
the BID and the CID to one or more user equipment (UE).
[0009] In another embodiment, a user equipment (UE)
for receiving a cell identifier to identify a source for one
or more beamed transmissions includes a memory and
a processor. The processor is communicatively coupled
to the memory. The processor receives a BID from a
network node and receives a CID linked to the BID.
[0010] Certain embodiments of the present disclosure
may provide one or more technical advantages. For ex-
ample, in certain embodiments, the UEs can identify
which MRS signals originate from the same cell based
on an additional group ID (e.g. the cell ID) transmission
that is unambiguously linked to the MRS. This is achieved
without reducing the number of beams addressed by the
MRS and without requiring frequent coordination of the
group IDs. The feature enables more efficient handover
measurements and procedures. Other advantages may
be readily apparent to one having skill in the art. Certain
embodiments may have none, some, or all of the recited
advantages.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] For a more complete understanding of the dis-
closed embodiments and their features and advantages,
reference is now made to the following description, taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
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FIGURE 1 is an illustration of an exemplary network,
in accordance with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 2 is an illustration of an exemplary network,
in accordance with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 3 is an illustration of an exemplary signal,
in accordance with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 4 is an illustration of an exemplary signal,
in accordance with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 5 is an illustration of an exemplary signal
timing, in accordance with certain embodiments;
FIGURES 6A-6D are flowcharts showing exemplary
methods of beam grouping indication, in accordance
with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 7 is a block schematic of an exemplary wire-
less device, in accordance with certain embodi-
ments;
FIGURE 8 is a block schematic of an exemplary net-
work node, in accordance with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 9 is a block schematic of an exemplary radio
network controller or core network node, in accord-
ance with certain embodiments;
FIGURE 10 is a block schematic of an exemplary
wireless device, in accordance with certain embod-
iments;
FIGURE 11 is a block schematic of an exemplary
network node, in accordance with certain embodi-
ments;
FIGURES 12-15 show example implementations for
NR synchronization signals for idle and connected
mode mobility; and
FIGURES 16-17 show example implementations for
NR DL mobility measurement signal design.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] There is a desire for active mode mobility sig-
nals that are self-contained and support synchronization,
transmission reception point (TRP) identification, and
signal quality measurement functions. A signal format for
active mode mobility measurement signals is contem-
plated.
[0013] When the MRS transmissions from a set of
neighboring cells are properly coordinated, the beam IDs
carried by the individual MRSs are unique. The UE can
report the measurements using the detected beam ID
only and the network can associate the reported beams
to their originating cells/TRPs. The UE can explicitly rec-
ognize the MRSs originating from its serving cell using
prior RRC configuration info. However, in some cases it
may be advantageous for the UE to also group MRSs
from other, non-serving cells according to their origin.
[0014] This disclosure will first compare 4 options for
DL signals for CONNECTED mode RRM measurement
and discuss the motivation for providing the grouping in-
formation, although it is understood that these are not
the only four options and that other options are possible.

Option 1: Cell related RS which is carrying Cell-ID (e.g. 
NR-PSS, NR-SSS)

[0015] In option 1, a candidate is the NR-PSS/NR-SSS
that is envisioned to encode the NR Cell ID and provide
support for Idle mode operation such as RRM measure-
ment for cell selection and cell reselection, synchroniza-
tion for decoding system information, DL synchronization
reference for physical random access channel (PRACH)
resources, etc. The main benefit of using that signal is
that this would avoid the definition of a new RS for mo-
bility. However, the problem of using the NR-PSS/NR-
SSS is that one would either be forced to transmit them
with very narrow beamforming and create the overhead
of transmitting physical broadcast channel (PBCH) for
every narrow single beam (so that the UE is able to detect
them while it also decodes beamformed data channels)
or measurement gaps should be configured, which rep-
resents additional overhead and reduced data rates. In
addition, one would be forced to adjust the periodicity of
idle mode operation to fulfil active mode mobility require-
ments. This might require signals to be transmitted more
often. The same concerns apply for any other cell-spe-
cific reference signals.
[0016] Another problem of option 1 is the fact that it
might be challenging to the UE to distinguish beams from
a given Transmission-Receive Point (TRP) assuming
there could be few wide beams transmitting the same
NR-PSS/NR-SSS (and/or another cell specific RS). For
L3 mobility, this ability to distinguish beams may be nec-
essary to perform RRM measurements per beam e.g. in
the case one shot measurements are not supported and
the UE averages multiple occasions of the same beam
which could be more challenging in option 1. Another
reason is that the UE should report RRM measurements
of neighbor cells to the serving cell and, in that case,
reporting that a given cell is better than the serving cell
simply hides beam information from the serving cell. In
analog and/or hybrid beamforming, the base station re-
ceiver may use Rx beamforming for PRACH and that
would be associated to a given beam and/or group of
beams from the same TRP. In that case, not informing
which beams and/or which PRACH resource to access
may lead to either the UE not accessing the PRACH re-
source associated to the beam the UE is trying to access
(e.g., creating UL interference and/or not having proper
PRACH coverage) or the UE should read PBCH from a
neighbor beam every time a handover is executed, which
is not the case today in LTE.

Option 2: RS for mobility

[0017] In option 2, a new RS used for mobility would
enable the network to have the flexibility to transmit that
signal to fulfil specific requirements to mobility in RRC
CONNECTED. Defining a new signal or a new set of
signals would enable the network to transmit these mo-
bility reference signals (MRSs) with different beamform-
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ing configuration as defined for idle mode operation e.g.
MRS transmission in narrow beams (to avoid the need
to create measurement gaps when NR-PSS/NR-SSS are
transmitted in wide beams, and/or omnidirectional and/or
in single frequency networks (SFN)) while the NR-
PSS/NR-SSS/PBCH could be transmitted in wide beams
(to reduce the overhead of system information transmis-
sion). In addition to the possibility to configure beamform-
ing differently, a new signal (e.g., a purpose-built pack-
age of existing signals) would also enable the usage of
different periodicities, important to enable long discon-
tinuous transmission (DTX) cycles for energy efficiency,
especially important in Idle mode.
[0018] An open question related to option 2 was wheth-
er to associate this mobility RS with a beam-ID and/or
Cell-ID. The mobility RS should carry at least a beam ID
to support L3 mobility to mitigate the challenges inherent
from option 1. However, to achieve the flexibility of con-
figuring the MRSs to fulfil requirements of active mode
mobility e.g. having different beamforming properties
than NR-PSS/NR-SSS designed for idle mode operation,
and, at the same time, achieve some benefits of associ-
ating the mobility RSs to the NR-Cell used for idle mode
operation, different solutions should be studied such as:

- Option a) Define a group of beams by the range of
MRS identifiers. The association between identifiers
and the cell ID can then be done;

- Option b) Define a group of beams by the frequency
resources they are transmitted. The association be-
tween the frequency resources the MRSs are trans-
mitted and the cell ID can also be done via system
information;

- Option c) Encode the cell ID used for idle mode and
the beam ID in the mobility RS: consider how these
are then encoded e.g. using a single modulation se-
quence.

Option 3: RS for demodulation of broadcasting channel

[0019] Assuming the usage of Rx analog beamforming
for PRACH detection, there is the possibility to have
beam-specific PBCH so that the UE could simply use
these reference signals to decode PBCH to also measure
the quality of each beam and fulfil the requirements dis-
cussed above for Option 2. In that case the UE would be
able to group these beams using the NR-PSS/NR-SSS.
However, it is unclear whether at the end these PBCH
RSs should be beam-specific RSs to avoid the interfer-
ence across beams transmitting different PBCH content.

Option 4: Combination of options 1 and 2

[0020] Considering the benefits of option 2 and some
of the advantages of option 1, especially in the case
where there is no need to transmit these RSs for RRM
measurements in narrow beams (e.g. in lower frequen-
cies and/or when the UEs are not always transmitting

with very high data rates and measurements gaps do not
need to be configured or are not a problem), the network
may have the flexibly to either configure the UE to meas-
ure on the NR-PSS/NR-SSS (even including RSs used
for PBCH) and/or newly design mobility RSs which could
encode some notion of group of beams that can be as-
sociated with the cell ID used in idle.
[0021] Supporting both IDLE cell signals and ACTIVE
mobility RS with an optional possibility to identify the orig-
inating cell for ACTIVE mode mobility allows a range of
network solutions to match particular deployment condi-
tions and operator preferences.

MRS Design

[0022] Active mode mobility signals have been dis-
cussed that are self-contained and support synchroniza-
tion, TRP identification, and signal quality measurement
functions. When the MRS transmissions from a set of
neighboring cells are properly coordinated, the beam IDs
carried by the individual MRSs are unique. The UE can
report the measurements using the detected beam ID
only and the network can associate the reported beams
to their originating cells/TRPs. The UE can explicitly rec-
ognize the MRSs originating from its serving cell using
prior RRC configuration info.

Motivation for beam grouping

[0023] Downlink based active mode mobility is based
on comparing measurements on an MRS belonging to a
serving node with other MRSs. The UE should know
which MRSs belong to the serving node and this is de-
noted the "serving MRS set." For the purpose of reporting
if an "away MRS" (an MRS not in the serving MRS set)
is better than an MRS in the serving MRS set, the UE
does not need to know which node the away MRS be-
longs to.
[0024] However, the UE may also desire to also group
MRSs from other, non-serving cells according to their
origin.
[0025] In case the UE knows that two MRSs belong to
the same node, then it may, for example, start the time
to trigger (TTT) for the MRS measurement reporting
when the first away MRS triggering conditioning occurs.
If the UE then notices that the second away MRS be-
comes better, it can keep the TTT running.
[0026] Another thing the UE can do in case it knows
that two or more away MRSs belong to the same node
is to combine the two measurements into a composite
measurement that may better reflect the quality the UE
can expect after a handover.
[0027] To allow the UE to recognize that several MRSs
originate from the same non-serving cell, the MRS trans-
missions should include some indicator that is common
to beam groups from the same cell, but different for
groups from different cells.
[0028] In some solutions, the beam ID (BID) field con-
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veyed by the MRS via the configured time, frequency,
and sequence resources may be used to include a group
ID that is common to beams originating from the same
cell. For example, if the BID field spans 10 bits, 4 bits
could be used to identify the group (e.g. cell) and the
remaining 6 bits to identify the beam within the group.
[0029] However, this approach has severe drawbacks.
The allocation of e.g. 4 bits to the group ID reduces the
number of bits left to identify individual beams within the
cell. Perhaps more importantly, the allocation of the
group IDs should be coordinated in a given neighborhood
of cells to avoid group ID conflicts. This may impose a
considerable overhead in terms of inter-cell or inter-TRP
negotiation and signaling.
[0030] There is thus a desire for a method for indicating
beam groups that do no reduce the number of beams
specified per cell and/or do not require frequent coordi-
nation between the cells.
[0031] This disclosure relates to the inclusion of Cell
ID information in mobility reference signals (MRS). In tel-
ecommunications networks, a network node may trans-
mit signals to and receive signals from a user equipment
(UE) (e.g., a mobile phone, tablet, etc.). The area over
which the network node transmits and receives signals
is referred to as a "cell." The network node may also
transmit and receive signals in the cell by forming beams
over which the signals are communicated. The beams
may cover only a portion of the cell and may be directed
towards a particular location in the cell (e.g. a location of
the UE). By forming a beam towards the UE, the signal
quality to and from the UE may be improved and/or en-
hanced. For example, the directed beam may allow the
UE to receive signals that may otherwise be disrupted
by interference and/or signal degradation.
[0032] The network node may communicate identifiers
for both the cell and the beam. A cell identifier (CID) iden-
tifies the network node or the cell covered by that network
node. A beam identifier (BID) identifies a particular beam
of the network node. In conventional telecommunications
networks, the CID and BID(s) of a network node are not
linked to one another. In other words, a UE cannot de-
termine the cell in which a particular beam is transmitted
solely from the received BID of the beam. Conversely,
the UE cannot determine the beams in a particular cell
solely from the received CID of the cell. As a result, when
a UE is located such that it receives multiple beams from
different cells, it may become difficult for the UE to de-
termine whether to tune its radio to a particular beam.
For example, it may be undesirable for a UE to tune to a
particular beam if that tuning would result in the UE per-
forming a handover to connect to a different cell and/or
network node. But because the UE cannot determine the
cell that is linked to a particular beam, it is difficult for the
UE to determine whether to tune to that beam.
[0033] This disclosure contemplates a network in
which a BID is linked to a CID. In certain embodiments,
by linking the BID and CID, a UE can identify a cell in
which a beam is formed using the BID of the beam. As

a result, the UE can perform features that were previously
not possible, such as for example, prioritizing beams from
a particular cell or network node over beams from another
cell or network node. Additionally, the UE can group
beams by their cell or network node. The network and its
functions will be described using FIGURES 1-11.
[0034] FIGURE 1 is an illustration of an exemplary net-
work, in accordance with certain embodiments. Network
100 includes one or more UE(s) 110 (which may be in-
terchangeably referred to as wireless devices 110) and
one or more network node(s) 115 (which may be inter-
changeably referred to as enhanced node Bs (eNBs), or
5G network nodes (gNBs) 115). This disclosure contem-
plates network 100 being any suitable network. For ex-
ample, network 100 may be a 2G, 3G, 4G, LTE, or 5G
(also referred to as New Radio (NR)) network or a com-
bination of any of these types of networks. In a 5G im-
plementation, network 100 may include one or more 5G
network nodes (gNBs) 115 that serve as transmission
reception points (TRPs) that transmit and receive wire-
less signals with other components of network 100 (e.g.,
one or more user equipment (UE) 110). Although certain
terms used herein are generally understood to be used
in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks, these terms are
merely examples and shall not be understood to limit this
disclosure to a particular network. Other radio systems
such as 3GPP New Radio (NR) are contemplated for
implementing any of the features described herein.
[0035] UEs 110 may communicate with network nodes
115 over a wireless interface. For example, a UE 110
may transmit wireless signals to one or more of network
nodes 115, and/or receive wireless signals from one or
more of network nodes 115. The wireless signals may
contain voice traffic, data traffic, control signals, and/or
any other suitable information. In some embodiments,
an area of wireless signal coverage associated with a
network node 115 may be referred to as a cell 125. In
some embodiments, UEs 110 may have device-to-de-
vice (D2D) capability. Thus, UEs 110 may be able to re-
ceive signals from and/or transmit signals directly to an-
other UE.
[0036] In certain embodiments, network nodes 115
may interface with a radio network controller. The radio
network controller may control network nodes 115 and
may provide certain radio resource management func-
tions, mobility management functions, and/or other suit-
able functions. In certain embodiments, the functions of
the radio network controller may be included in network
node 115. The radio network controller may interface with
a core network node. In certain embodiments, the radio
network controller may interface with the core network
node via an interconnecting network 120. Interconnect-
ing network 120 may refer to any interconnecting system
capable of transmitting audio, video, signals, data, mes-
sages, or any combination of the preceding. Intercon-
necting network 120 may include all or a portion of a
public switched telephone network (PSTN), a public or
private data network, a local area network (LAN), a met-
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ropolitan area network (MAN), a wide area network
(WAN), a local, regional, or global communication or
computer network such as the Internet, a wireline or wire-
less network, an enterprise intranet, or any other suitable
communication link, including combinations thereof.
[0037] In some embodiments, the core network node
may manage the establishment of communication ses-
sions and various other functionalities for UEs 110. UEs
110 may exchange certain signals with the core network
node using the non-access stratum layer. In non-access
stratum signaling, signals between UEs 110 and the core
network node may be transparently passed through the
radio access network. In certain embodiments, network
nodes 115 may interface with one or more network nodes
over an internode interface, such as, for example, an X2
interface.
[0038] As described above, example embodiments of
network 100 may include one or more wireless devices
110, and one or more different types of network nodes
capable of communicating (directly or indirectly) with
wireless devices 110.
[0039] In some embodiments, the non-limiting term UE
is used. UEs 110 described herein can be any type of
wireless device capable of communicating with network
nodes 115 or another UE over radio signals. UE 110 may
also be a radio communication device, target device,
D2D UE, machine-type-communication UE or UE capa-
ble of machine to machine communication (M2M), low-
cost and/or low-complexity UE, a sensor equipped with
UE, Tablet, mobile terminals, smart phone, laptop em-
bedded equipped (LEE), laptop mounted equipment
(LME), USB dongles, Customer Premises Equipment
(CPE), etc. UE 110 may operate under either normal cov-
erage or enhanced coverage with respect to its serving
cell. The enhanced coverage may be interchangeably
referred to as extended coverage. UE 110 may also op-
erate in a plurality of coverage levels (e.g., normal cov-
erage, enhanced coverage level 1, enhanced coverage
level 2, enhanced coverage level 3 and so on). In some
cases, UE 110 may also operate in out-of-coverage sce-
narios.
[0040] Also, in some embodiments generic terminolo-
gy, "radio network node" (or simply "network node") is
used. It can be any kind of network node, which may
comprise a base station (BS), radio base station, Node
B, base station (BS), multi-standard radio (MSR) radio
node such as MSR BS, evolved Node B (eNB), network
controller, radio network controller (RNC), base station
controller (BSC), relay node, relay donor node controlling
relay, base transceiver station (BTS), access point (AP),
radio access point, transmission points, transmission
nodes, Remote Radio Unit (RRU), Remote Radio Head
(RRH), nodes in distributed antenna system (DAS), Multi-
cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE), core network
node (e.g., MSC, MME, etc.), O&M, OSS, SON, position-
ing node (e.g., E-SMLC), MDT, or any other suitable net-
work node.
[0041] The terminology such as network node and UE

should be considered non-limiting and does in particular
not imply a certain hierarchical relation between the two;
in general "eNodeB" could be considered as device 1
and "UE" device 2, and these two devices communicate
with each other over some radio channel.

MRS design criteria

[0042] The MRS should be dynamically configurable
(which beams, how often, shape, etc.), self-contained
(MRS-related info in same beam, activated/deactivated
together) and not relying on multiple signals with different
coverage properties. It should allow synchronization,
beam detection, quality measurements and provide an
address space of hundreds of unique beams. The BIDs
should be locally unique (inter-TRP/cell coordinated) so
that when UE reports a received beam ID, the NW knows
which TRP/cell it corresponds to. The per-beam duration
should be kept short to allow fast beam sweep/scan.
[0043] For the purpose of providing a concrete exam-
ple, this disclosures considers a baseline MRS configu-
ration that provides an effective beam ID (BID) address
space provided by the MRS is thus approximately 10 bits,
transmitting in 95 REs. A reasonable assumption is that
the local CID (corresponding to the PCI in LTE) should
accommodate 10 bits.
[0044] The MRS design can be contained in a subband
consisting of less than 100 REs. The additional CID info
according to option 1 would occupy 60+ REs. The original
100-RE allocation may be considered a relatively limited
one for AMM measurements and there have been sug-
gestions that, in some scenarios, a wider MRS allocation
could improve measurement robustness. Instead of us-
ing the additional BW, or the additional REs, to provide
redundant BID information, they can be used to provide
CID information.

Inclusion of group ID in MRS

[0045] For the UE to be able to recognize that certain
candidate beam MRSs come from the same (non-serv-
ing) cell, (e.g. MRS-4 and -5 coming from NR cell 2 in
the Figure) relevant group identifier (GID) should be as-
sociated with the MRS transmission. To enable non-serv-
ing cell MRS grouping, cell identifier (CID) info may be a
good choice as a GID to be associated with the MRS
transmissions.
[0046] FIGURE 2 is an illustration of an exemplary net-
work, in accordance with certain embodiments. As shown
in FIGURE 2, a serving cell (cell 1) 125A may have three
MRSs in the MRS set (MRS-1, MRS-2, and MRS-3) and
the other cells (cells 2 and 3) 125B and 125C may have
four away MRSs (MRS-4 through MRS-7). These MRSs
may be transmitted to a UE 110 by network nodes 115.
[0047] CID info may have a local scope (SS/PCI) or of
a global scope (e.g. the global cell ID used for ANR). In
this discussion, in order to minimize the additional re-
source impact, this disclosure will focus on the local CID,
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equivalent to the PSS/SSS information. However, the
CID info does not need to assume the same physical
format as in e.g. the PSS/SSS transmission. In some
embodiments, it is preferable to associate the local CID
info in the MRS due to lower resource usage impact.

Options for including the CID

[0048] Because the total length of the BID+CID set will
be on the order of 20 bits, it is not suitable for single-
message sequence modulation. This disclosure there-
fore propose multiple approaches of providing the BID-
to-CID mapping info.
[0049] Adding CID information in MRS transmission
may result in transmitting more control information any
time the MRS beams are active. In some types of de-
ployments, the per-cell grouping of non-serving MRSs
and the associated CID info is not required. Instead, the
UE may report each non-serving-cell BID as originating
from a different cell, or the MRS transmission features
may be used by the UE to infer that certain beams orig-
inate from the same cell. The inclusion of the CID field
in MRS, or providing the CID info by other means should
be configurable. The same principles as discussed may
be used if the MRS is not compact in the configured BW,
but allocated to non-contiguous groups of REs within the
MRS BW.

1. Adding CID as a sequence-modulated field

[0050] In this option, the CID 310 info is added as a
separate field to the MRS symbol, separate from the
TSS+BRS fields, but linked to it in an unambiguous man-
ner using scrambling. As shown in the example of FIG-
URE 3, the CID 310 is transmitted in association with the
MRS (TSS/BSR) as two 5-bit sequence modulated se-
quences. In order to unambiguously associate the CID
310 transmission parts (CIDa 310 and CIDb 310), they
are scrambled e.g. with the MRS identity in the TSS and
BRS. The CID 310 may be transmitted as a separate
transmission from the MRS.
[0051] To accommodate 10 bits of CID 310 without re-
quiring excessively long sequences, the CID field is di-
vided into two length-5 sub-fields CIDa 310 and CIDb
310 that are separately sequence modulated, using e.g.
M-sequences. The CIDa 310 and CIDb 310 fields are
scrambled in the frequency domain with a scrambling
sequence derived from the BID in the MRS. The UE thus
first detects the MRS in time and frequency domains,
next extracts the scrambling sequence, and detects the
contents of the CIDa 310 and CIDb 310 fields in the fre-
quency domain. Since scrambling is removed prior to
detection, the cross-correlation properties of the CID se-
quence are not negatively affected by scrambling. This
approach keeps the duration of each beam transmission
in a beam sweep to a single symbol.
[0052] In an example, a UE may receive the MRS and
extract the TSS and BRS. The UE may then extract an

index from the TSS and BRS. The UE may use the index
to get a BID from a mapping. The UE then combines the
BID with the TSS and BRS. The UE can get a descram-
bling code from this combination. The UE may then use
this descrambling code to descramble the CID (e.g. CIDa
310 and CIDb 310).

2. Adding CID as a conventionally encoded field

[0053] In this option, the CID info is added as a sepa-
rate field in the transmitted MRS beam, separate from
the TSS+BRS fields, but using conventional modulation
and encoding. In the example of FIGURE 4, the CID 310
is transmitted in association with the MRS (TSS/BSR) as
a "conventionally encoded field" in a physical channel.
The physical channel containing the associated CID 310
can be made unambiguous by using a DMRS or a scram-
bling code derived from the MRS identity.
[0054] The CID 310 field may be a sequence of encod-
ed and QAM-modulated symbols occupying REs in the
same single symbol as the TSS/BRS fields. The CID 310
field contains REs with DMRS for the purposes of channel
estimation, indicated with black in the figure. Encoding
scheme and rate of the CID field is chosen appropriately
to provide a sufficient link budget. The UE first detects
the MRS in time and frequency domains, next extracts
the DMRS sequence as a function of the BID, and finally
estimates the channel and demodulates/decodes the
CID field. As above, this approach keeps the duration of
each beam transmission in a beam sweep to a single
symbol.
[0055] In certain embodiments, this option does not
require that a predefined CID sequence be detected. In
essence, the CID 310 is communicated in an open chan-
nel that carries encoded information. As a result, the
channel may contain redundant information. Each chan-
nel may communicate resource elements (RE) that are
used for channel estimation (e.g., to detect, extract, and
decode the CID 310 pieces).

3. Providing CID using a physical downlink channel 
(PDCH) container

[0056] In this option, the CID info is added as a sepa-
rate PDCH transmission, transmitted with same beam-
forming as the TSS/BRS fields. In the example of FIG-
URE 5, the CID associated with a particular MRS may
be periodically scheduled using a PDCCH/PDSCH con-
figuration derived from the MRS identity. This PD-
CCH/PDCH configuration is then transmitted using the
same beamforming as the associated MRS.
[0057] The CID field is a conventional PDCCH/PDCH
transmission containing the CID info. Not every MRS
transmission needs to be accompanied by the PDCH
container. The UE first detects the MRS in time and fre-
quency domains. The BID info maps either to a RNTI for
receiving the PDCCH which in turn points to the PDCH.
Alternatively, the BID info may map to the PDCH param-
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eters (RBs, DMRS, MCS etc.) directly.
[0058] In certain embodiments, the CID is sent asyn-
chronously with the MRS. As a result, the CID is sent
with the MRS in some instances and not with the MRS
in some instances. The CID does not have to be the next
symbol sent after the MRS. The CID may borrow the
control channel (e.g. PDCCH). A UE may detect separate
CID transmissions on the PDCCH. The MRS is transmit-
ted over a different channel than the CID. Scrambling
similar to option 1 and/or option 2 can be performed on
the CID and MRS. The UE can receive the MRS and
extract a BID from the MRS. The BID maps to the PD-
CCH.

4. Providing CID info via dedicated control signaling 
to the UE

[0059] The UE may be previously configured with map-
pings between the possible BIDs conveyed by the MRS
and their corresponding CIDs. The MRS transmissions
then keep the original format and no CID info is conveyed
over the air.
[0060] This approach is an efficient solution for deploy-
ments with wide-beam, periodic MRS transmissions
where the MRS-to-cell mapping changes infrequently.
Whenever a change occurs, the NW reconfigures the UE
with the updated mapping.

5. Inferring same originating cell from MRS ID sub-
range

[0061] A predetermined set of BID bits conveyed by
the MRS may be allocated as locally unique for a given
originating cell, forming a group ID. For example, the 4
MSBs in a 10-bit BID could be the same for all beams
originating from a certain cell, while the 6 LSBs could be
beam-specific.
[0062] The BID bits may be conveyed in different di-
mensions of the MRS signal (time/frequency/TSS se-
quence/BRS sequence) and the group ID bits extracted
upon MRS reception. A special case of separating a
group ID field in the BID bits is by transmitting the group
ID field as a separate signal that the UE can receive dis-
jointly from the rest of the BID bits in the MRS.

6. Inferring same originating cell from MRS frequen-
cy

[0063] Each cell in a local neighborhood is allocated a
distinct frequency subband for MRS transmission. All
MRSs detected in a certain subband may then be as-
sumed to originate from the same cell.
[0064] FIGURE 6A is a flowchart showing an exem-
plary method 600 of beam grouping indication. In partic-
ular embodiments, a network node performs method 600.
The network node begins by determining a group ID in
step 605. In step 610, the network node determines a
beam ID for one or more beams. Then, the network node

transmits beam ID information in step 615. In step 620,
the network node transmits the group ID information.
[0065] FIGURE 6B is a flowchart showing an exem-
plary method 625 of beam grouping indication. In partic-
ular embodiments, a UE performs method 625. The UE
begins by receiving beam ID information in step 630. In
step 635, the UE configures associated group ID recep-
tion. Then, the UE receives group ID information accord-
ing to the configuration.
[0066] FIGURE 6C is a flowchart showing an exem-
plary method 645 of beam grouping indication. In partic-
ular embodiments, a network node performs method 645.
The network node begins by determining a cell identifier
(CID) of the network node in step 650. The CID may
identify a cell served by the network node. The network
node then determines a beam identifier (BID) of a beam
of the network node. The BID may identify a beam formed
by the network node. In step 660, the network node links
the CID and the BID. The network node may implement
any of the options for linking the CID and the BID de-
scribed above. In step 665, the network node transmits
the BID and CID to one or more user equipment. The
network node may transmit the BID and CID in the same
transmission or in different transmissions.
[0067] FIGURE 6D is a flowchart showing an exem-
plary method 670 of beam grouping indication. In partic-
ular embodiments, a UE performs method 670. The UE
begins by receiving a beam identifier (BID) from a net-
work node. The BID may identify a beam formed by the
network node. In step 680, the UE receives a CID linked
to the BID. The CID may identify a cell served by the
network node.
[0068] FIGURE 7 is a block schematic of an exemplary
wireless device 110, in accordance with certain embod-
iments. Wireless device 110 may refer to any type of
wireless device communicating with a node and/or with
another wireless device in a cellular or mobile commu-
nication system. Examples of wireless device 110 include
a mobile phone, a smart phone, a PDA (Personal Digital
Assistant), a portable computer (e.g., laptop, tablet), a
sensor, a modem, a machine-type-communication
(MTC) device / machine-to-machine (M2M) device, lap-
top embedded equipment (LEE), laptop mounted equip-
ment (LME), USB dongles, a D2D capable device, or
another device that can provide wireless communication.
A wireless device 110 may also be referred to as UE, a
station (STA), a device, or a terminal in some embodi-
ments. Wireless device 110 includes transceiver 710,
processor 720, and memory 730. In some embodiments,
transceiver 710 facilitates transmitting wireless signals
to and receiving wireless signals from network node 115
(e.g., via antenna 740), processor 720 executes instruc-
tions to provide some or all of the functionality described
above as being provided by wireless device 110, and
memory 730 stores the instructions executed by proces-
sor 720.
[0069] Processor 720 may include any suitable com-
bination of hardware and software implemented in one
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or more modules to execute instructions and manipulate
data to perform some or all of the described functions of
wireless device 110, such as the functions of wireless
device 110 described above in relation to FIGURES
1-6B. For example, processor 720 may be configured to
receive a BID and a linked CID from a network node. The
BID and CID may be received in the same transmission
or in different transmissions. In some embodiments,
processor 720 may include processing circuitry such as,
for example, one or more computers, one or more central
processing units (CPUs), one or more microprocessors,
one or more applications, one or more application spe-
cific integrated circuits (ASICs), one or more field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) and/or other logic. The
processing circuitry may include any combination of elec-
trical components (e.g., resistors, transistors, capacitors,
inductors, etc.) that are assembled to direct the flow of
electrical current.
[0070] Memory 730 is generally operable to store in-
structions, such as a computer program, software, an
application including one or more of logic, rules, algo-
rithms, code, tables, etc. and/or other instructions capa-
ble of being executed by a processor. Examples of mem-
ory 730 include computer memory (for example, Random
Access Memory (RAM) or Read Only Memory (ROM)),
mass storage media (for example, a hard disk), remov-
able storage media (for example, a Compact Disk (CD)
or a Digital Video Disk (DVD)), and/or or any other volatile
or non-volatile, non-transitory computer-readable and/or
computer-executable memory devices that store infor-
mation, data, and/or instructions that may be used by
processor 720.
[0071] Other embodiments of wireless device 110 may
include additional components beyond those shown in
FIGURE 7 that may be responsible for providing certain
aspects of the wireless device’s functionality, including
any of the functionality described above and/or any ad-
ditional functionality (including any functionality neces-
sary to support the solution described above). As just
one example, wireless device 110 may include input de-
vices and circuits, output devices, and one or more syn-
chronization units or circuits, which may be part of the
processor 720. Input devices include mechanisms for en-
try of data into wireless device 110. For example, input
devices may include input mechanisms, such as a mi-
crophone, input elements, a display, etc. Output devices
may include mechanisms for outputting data in audio,
video and/or hard copy format. For example, output de-
vices may include a speaker, a display, etc.
[0072] FIGURE 8 is a block schematic of an exemplary
network node, in accordance with certain embodiments.
Network node 115 may be any type of radio network node
or any network node that communicates with a UE and/or
with another network node. Examples of network node
115 include an eNodeB, a node B, a base station, a wire-
less access point (e.g., a Wi-Fi access point), a low power
node, a base transceiver station (BTS), relay, donor node
controlling relay, transmission points, transmission

nodes, remote RF unit (RRU), remote radio head (RRH),
multi-standard radio (MSR) radio node such as MSR BS,
nodes in distributed antenna system (DAS), O&M, OSS,
SON, positioning node (e.g., E-SMLC), MDT, or any oth-
er suitable network node. Network nodes 115 may be
deployed throughout network 100 as a homogenous de-
ployment, heterogeneous deployment, or mixed deploy-
ment. A homogeneous deployment may generally de-
scribe a deployment made up of the same (or similar)
type of network nodes 115 and/or similar coverage and
cell sizes and inter-site distances. A heterogeneous de-
ployment may generally describe deployments using a
variety of types of network nodes 115 having different
cell sizes, transmit powers, capacities, and inter-site dis-
tances. For example, a heterogeneous deployment may
include a plurality of low-power nodes placed throughout
a macro-cell layout. Mixed deployments may include a
mix of homogenous portions and heterogeneous por-
tions.
[0073] Network node 115 may include one or more of
transceiver 810, processor 820, memory 830, and net-
work interface 840. In some embodiments, transceiver
810 facilitates transmitting wireless signals to and receiv-
ing wireless signals from wireless device 110 (e.g., via
antenna 850), processor 820 executes instructions to
provide some or all of the functionality described above
as being provided by a network node 115, memory 830
stores the instructions executed by processor 820, and
network interface 840 communicates signals to backend
network components, such as a gateway, switch, router,
Internet, Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN),
core network nodes or radio network controllers, etc.
[0074] Processor 820 may include any suitable com-
bination of hardware and software implemented in one
or more modules to execute instructions and manipulate
data to perform some or all of the described functions of
network node 115, such as those described above in
relation to FIGURES 1-7 above. For example, processor
820 may determine a BID for a beam and a CID for a
cell. Processor 820 may link the BID and the CID using
the processes described above such that the CID may
be extracted, descrambled, decoded, and/or determined
from the BID. Processor 820 may also transmit the BID
and the CID to a user equipment 110 using one or more
transmissions. In some embodiments, processor 820
may include processing circuitry such as for example,
one or more computers, one or more central processing
units (CPUs), one or more microprocessors, one or more
applications, and/or other logic. The processing circuitry
may include any combination of electrical components
(e.g., resistors, transistors, capacitors, inductors, etc.)
that are assembled to direct the flow of electrical current.
[0075] Memory 830 is generally operable to store in-
structions, such as a computer program, software, an
application including one or more of logic, rules, algo-
rithms, code, tables, etc. and/or other instructions capa-
ble of being executed by a processor. Examples of mem-
ory 830 include computer memory (for example, Random
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Access Memory (RAM) or Read Only Memory (ROM)),
mass storage media (for example, a hard disk), remov-
able storage media (for example, a Compact Disk (CD)
or a Digital Video Disk (DVD)), and/or or any other volatile
or non-volatile, non-transitory computer-readable and/or
computer-executable memory devices that store infor-
mation.
[0076] In some embodiments, network interface 840
is communicatively coupled to processor 820 and may
refer to any suitable device operable to receive input for
network node 115, send output from network node 115,
perform suitable processing of the input or output or both,
communicate to other devices, or any combination of the
preceding. Network interface 840 may include appropri-
ate hardware (e.g., port, modem, network interface card,
etc.) and software, including protocol conversion and da-
ta processing capabilities, to communicate through a net-
work.
[0077] Other embodiments of network node 115 may
include additional components beyond those shown in
FIGURE 8 that may be responsible for providing certain
aspects of the radio network node’s functionality, includ-
ing any of the functionality described above and/or any
additional functionality (including any functionality nec-
essary to support the solutions described above). The
various different types of network nodes may include
components having the same physical hardware but con-
figured (e.g., via programming) to support different radio
access technologies, or may represent partly or entirely
different physical components.
[0078] FIGURE 9 is a block schematic of an exemplary
radio network controller or core network node, in accord-
ance with certain embodiments. Examples of network
nodes can include a mobile switching center (MSC), a
serving GPRS support node (SGSN), a mobility manage-
ment entity (MME), a radio network controller (RNC), a
base station controller (BSC), and so on. The radio net-
work controller or core network node includes processor
920, memory 930, and network interface 940. In some
embodiments, processor 920 executes instructions to
provide some or all of the functionality described above
as being provided by the network node, memory 930
stores the instructions executed by processor 920, and
network interface 940 communicates signals to any suit-
able node, such as a gateway, switch, router, Internet,
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), network
nodes 115, radio network controllers or core network
nodes, etc.
[0079] Processor 920 may include any suitable com-
bination of hardware and software implemented in one
or more modules to execute instructions and manipulate
data to perform some or all of the described functions of
the radio network controller or core network node. In
some embodiments, processor 920 may include, for ex-
ample, one or more computers, one or more central
processing units (CPUs), one or more microprocessors,
one or more applications, and/or other logic.
[0080] Memory 930 is generally operable to store in-

structions, such as a computer program, software, an
application including one or more of logic, rules, algo-
rithms, code, tables, etc. and/or other instructions capa-
ble of being executed by a processor. Examples of mem-
ory 930 include computer memory (for example, Random
Access Memory (RAM) or Read Only Memory (ROM)),
mass storage media (for example, a hard disk), remov-
able storage media (for example, a Compact Disk (CD)
or a Digital Video Disk (DVD)), and/or or any other volatile
or non-volatile, non-transitory computer-readable and/or
computer-executable memory devices that store infor-
mation.
[0081] In some embodiments, network interface 940
is communicatively coupled to processor 920 and may
refer to any suitable device operable to receive input for
the network node, send output from the network node,
perform suitable processing of the input or output or both,
communicate to other devices, or any combination of the
preceding. Network interface 940 may include appropri-
ate hardware (e.g., port, modem, network interface card,
etc.) and software, including protocol conversion and da-
ta processing capabilities, to communicate through a net-
work.
[0082] Other embodiments of the network node may
include additional components beyond those shown in
FIGURE 9 that may be responsible for providing certain
aspects of the network node’s functionality, including any
of the functionality described above and/or any additional
functionality (including any functionality necessary to
support the solution described above).
[0083] FIGURE 10 is a block schematic of an exem-
plary wireless device 110, in accordance with certain em-
bodiments. Wireless device 110 may include one or more
modules. For example, wireless device 110 may include
a determining module 1010, a communication module
1020, a receiving module 1030, an input module 1040,
a display module 1050, and any other suitable modules.
Wireless device 110 may perform the functions described
above with respect to FIGURES 1-6.
[0084] Determining module 1010 may perform the
processing functions of wireless device 110. For exam-
ple, determining module 1010 may receive and process
beam ID information to determine cell ID information. De-
termining module 1010 may also receive and process
group ID information. Determining module 1010 may fur-
ther perform channel estimation and beamforming
sweeps. Determining module 1010 may include or be
included in one or more processors, such as processor
720 described above in relation to FIGURE 7. Determin-
ing module 1010 may include analog and/or digital cir-
cuitry configured to perform any of the functions of de-
termining module 1010 and/or processor 720 described
above. The functions of determining module 1010 de-
scribed above may, in certain embodiments, be per-
formed in one or more distinct modules.
[0085] Communication module 1020 may perform the
transmission functions of wireless device 110. Commu-
nication module 1020 may transmit messages to one or
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more of network nodes 115 of network 100. Communi-
cation module 1020 may include a transmitter and/or a
transceiver, such as transceiver 710 described above in
relation to FIGURE 7. Communication module 1020 may
include circuitry configured to wirelessly transmit mes-
sages and/or signals. In particular embodiments, com-
munication module 1020 may receive messages and/or
signals for transmission from determining module 1010.
In certain embodiments, the functions of communication
module 1020 described above may be performed in one
or more distinct modules.
[0086] Receiving module 1030 may perform the re-
ceiving functions of wireless device 110. As one example,
receiving module 1030 may receive beam ID information,
group ID information, and cell ID information. The beam
ID and the cell ID may be linked. Receiving module 1030
may include a receiver and/or a transceiver, such as
transceiver 710 described above in relation to FIGURE
7. Receiving module 1030 may include circuitry config-
ured to wirelessly receive messages and/or signals. In
particular embodiments, receiving module 1030 may
communicate received messages and/or signals to de-
termining module 1010.
[0087] Input module 1040 may receive user input in-
tended for wireless device 110. For example, the input
module may receive key presses, button presses, touch-
es, swipes, audio signals, video signals, and/or any other
appropriate signals. The input module may include one
or more keys, buttons, levers, switches, touchscreens,
microphones, and/or cameras. The input module may
communicate received signals to determining module
1010.
[0088] Display module 1050 may present signals on a
display of wireless device 110. Display module 1050 may
include the display and/or any appropriate circuitry and
hardware configured to present signals on the display.
Display module 1050 may receive signals to present on
the display from determining module 1010.
[0089] Determining module 1010, communication
module 1020, receiving module 1030, input module
1040, and display module 1050 may include any suitable
configuration of hardware and/or software. Wireless de-
vice 110 may include additional modules beyond those
shown in FIGURE 10 that may be responsible for provid-
ing any suitable functionality, including any of the func-
tionality described above and/or any additional function-
ality (including any functionality necessary to support the
various solutions described herein).
[0090] FIGURE 11 is a block schematic of an exem-
plary network node 115, in accordance with certain em-
bodiments. Network node 115 may include one or more
modules. For example, network node 115 may include
determining module 1110, communication module 1120,
receiving module 1130, and any other suitable modules.
In some embodiments, one or more of determining mod-
ule 1110, communication module 1120, receiving mod-
ule 1130, or any other suitable module may be imple-
mented using one or more processors, such as processor

820 described above in relation to FIGURE 8. In certain
embodiments, the functions of two or more of the various
modules may be combined into a single module. Network
node 115 may perform the functions described above
with respect to FIGURES 1-10.
[0091] Determining module 1110 may perform the
processing functions of network node 115. For example,
determining module 1110 may determine group ID infor-
mation, beam ID information, and cell ID information. De-
termining module 1110 may link a beam ID to a cell ID.
Determining module 1110 may include or be included in
one or more processors, such as processor 820 de-
scribed above in relation to FIGURE 8. Determining mod-
ule 1110 may include analog and/or digital circuitry con-
figured to perform any of the functions of determining
module 1110 and/or processor 820 described above. The
functions of determining module 1110 may, in certain em-
bodiments, be performed in one or more distinct mod-
ules. For example, in certain embodiments some of the
functionality of determining module 1110 may be per-
formed by an allocation module.
[0092] Communication module 1120 may perform the
transmission functions of network node 115. As one ex-
ample, communication module 1120 may transmit group
ID information, beam ID information, and cell ID informa-
tion. Communication module 1120 may transmit mes-
sages to one or more of wireless devices 110. Commu-
nication module 1120 may include a transmitter and/or
a transceiver, such as transceiver 810 described above
in relation to FIGURE 8. Communication module 1120
may include circuitry configured to wirelessly transmit
messages and/or signals. In particular embodiments,
communication module 1120 may receive messages
and/or signals for transmission from determining module
1110 or any other module.
[0093] Receiving module 1130 may perform the re-
ceiving functions of network node 115. Receiving module
1130 may receive any suitable information from a wire-
less device. Receiving module 1130 may include a re-
ceiver and/or a transceiver, such as transceiver 810 de-
scribed above in relation to FIGURE 8. Receiving module
1130 may include circuitry configured to wirelessly re-
ceive messages and/or signals. In particular embodi-
ments, receiving module 1130 may communicate re-
ceived messages and/or signals to determining module
1110 or any other suitable module.
[0094] Determining module 1110, communication
module 1120, and receiving module 1130 may include
any suitable configuration of hardware and/or software.
Network node 115 may include additional modules be-
yond those shown in FIGURE 11 that may be responsible
for providing any suitable functionality, including any of
the functionality described above and/or any additional
functionality (including any functionality necessary to
support the various solutions described herein).
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NR Synchronization signals for idle and connected 
mode mobility example

[0095] In LTE, an IDLE UE selects and reselects its
serving cell. The LTE cell is in general defined by its syn-
chronization signals (PSS/SSS). Upon detecting and
synchronizing with the PSS/SSS the UE knows the cell
ID (PCI). Tightly connected with the PSS/SSS is also the
acquisition of system information. Hence, PSS/SSS
serves the purpose of an idle mode synchronization sig-
nal.
[0096] In LTE, an RRC_CONNECTED UE measures
the quality of neighbor cells, and evaluate them as po-
tential handover candidates. Here, the PSS/SSS is again
used to identify the cell, and the measurement on the
corresponding CRS is reported to the serving eNodeB,
which uses the report to prepare the target eNodeB for
the coming handover. Here, the PSS/SSS serves the pur-
pose of a connected mode synchronization signal.
[0097] In LTE, the PSS/SSS is transmitted every 5ms.
For extreme handover scenarios, such frequent trans-
missions are required to ensure good handover perform-
ance. Hence, the period has been selected to fulfil the
CONNECTED mode requirement. For IDLE mode per-
formance, such frequent transmissions are unnecessary:
adequate IDLE mode performance may be obtained with
much sparser transmissions. With small additions to the
standard, e.g., introduction of an IDLE mode measure-
ment window, sufficient IDLE mode performance can in
many deployments be obtained with an idle mode syn-
chronization signal periodicity of 100ms. Hence, con-
nected mode synchronization signals may need to be
frequently transmitted, whereas the idle mode synchro-
nization signals can be transmitted with low periodicity.
[0098] By using sparse transmission of signals in IDLE
mode and more frequent transmissions as soon as any
RRC_CONNECTED UE needs to be served, network en-
ergy consumption can be minimized. One step in that
direction was taken in the small cell enhancements work,
where the PSS/SSS was sparsely transmitted on a car-
rier which had not been activated for any UE. Additional
PSS/SSS were then transmitted when the carrier was
activated for at least one UE. The situation is illustrated
in FIGURE 12. FIGURE 12 shows the transmission of
idle mode and connected mode synchronization signals.
The periodicity of the idle mode synchronization signals
is chosen to obtain competitive performance for idle
mode procedures: cell reselection, system information
acquisition and random access.
[0099] Furthermore, the system becomes more future
compatible, since there are less always-on signal trans-
missions that need to be considered when designing fu-
ture transmissions schemes. In addition, with sparse
transmission of always-on signals, the amount of over-
head can be kept to a minimum, since signals are only
frequently transmitted when needed. Note that even for
UEs in RRC _CONNECTED mode, 5ms periodicity is
only required to handle extreme situations. In almost all

situations, sparser transmissions are sufficient also for
connected mode procedures.
[0100] Finally, when deployed in unlicensed spectrum,
frequent transmission (e.g. every 5ms) of Idle mode sig-
nals is not allowed. For such deployments, sparser trans-
missions must be utilized. Such a sparse transmission
scheme has been introduced in LAA, and is also being
introduced in MulteFire. NR should be designed from the
beginning to operate in unlicensed bands, as well as un-
der other licensing schemes.
[0101] Sparse transmission of idle mode synchroniza-
tion signals is important for network energy consumption
and future compatibility. Operation in unlicensed bands
may require that the Idle mode signals are sparsely trans-
mitted.
[0102] In NR, idle mode procedures should fulfil all rel-
evant KPIs with sparsely transmitted, e.g., every 100ms,
synchronization signals. The UE may rely on additional
synchronization signals when in RRC _CONNECTED
mode.
[0103] To fulfil the requirements on idle mode proce-
dures with sparsely transmitted synchronization signals,
additional functionality may have to be introduced on the
network side. For instance, the network may provide a
measurement window, similar to the DMTC window in
LAA, to aid the UE during cell reselection, and the net-
work then ensures that all relevant idle mode synchroni-
zation signals are transmitted in that measurement win-
dow.
[0104] As was previously mentioned, sparse transmis-
sion of idle mode signals has been introduced also in
LTE for specific deployments, e.g., in small cells, or for
operation in unlicensed bands. For NR, such operation
may be extended to more deployments. Only in rare cas-
es, frequent transmission of idle mode signals should be
required.
[0105] One of the most repeated motivations for 5G is
that 5G should enable full use of advanced antennas.
Both analog and digital beamforming should be support-
ed, and provide extended coverage, increased cell-edge
throughput, and improved capacity. When the deploy-
ment is dimensioned to provide high cell-edge bitrates
by using an advanced antenna system, signals such as
system information and reference signals for cell rese-
lection and initial access can still achieve sufficient cov-
erage with wide-beam or even omni-directional transmis-
sion. Still, the advanced antenna is crucial in connected
mode, where it is used to boost data rates to individual
UEs. To perform measurements and to execute the
handover to a target node, the UE must be able to receive
the connected mode synchronization signal at the same
time as it is receiving data. In NR, it should be possible
to receive connected mode synchronization signals while
at the same time receiving massively beamformed data.
[0106] Naturally, the power of the signal received at
the UE will be high as a result of the beamforming. To
enable simultaneous reception of the data signal and the
synchronization signal, they must be received at the UE
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with similar powers. To be more precise, the received
power of both signals should fall inside the dynamic range
of the UE receiver. This situation is depicted in FIGURE
13. FIGURE 13 shows the received power of the data
signal and the synchronization signal should fall in the
dynamic range of the UE receiver.
[0107] The requirement applies to the connected mode
synchronization signal. When the UE is in IDLE mode, it
is not receiving data using high-gain beamforming, and
the dynamic range problem in Figure 1 does not occur.
[0108] To circumvent the issue of simultaneous recep-
tion of omni-transmissions and beamformed transmis-
sion, transmission gaps in the beamformed transmis-
sions may be introduced. This transmission gap should
be long enough so that all relevant intra-frequency neigh-
bors can be measured. There are two major drawbacks
associated with this approach: i) there is a loss in per-
formance due to the overhead ii) the neighboring con-
nected mode synchronization signal transmissions
should be coordinated with the transmissions gaps.
Hence, even with frequent connected mode synchroni-
zation signal transmissions, the UEs cannot perform in-
tra-frequency measurements at any time.
[0109] If transmission gaps are undesirable, any signal
that should be received at the same time as the beam-
formed data transmission should be beamformed as well
so that it falls in the UE receiver window. Of course, this
is true also for the idle mode synchronization signal.
Hence, if the idle mode synchronization signal should be
received in connected mode, it should be beamformed
as well, even when beamforming is not required for cov-
erage reasons. This beamforming of the idle mode syn-
chronization signal leads to increased overhead for sys-
tem information provisioning. It also complicates the net-
work planning.
[0110] As previously explained, broadcast of system
information (SI) is tightly related to the transmission of
the idle mode synchronization signal. To broadcast SI, it
is highly desirable to be able to rely on SFN (single-fre-
quency network) transmission. Minimal system informa-
tion is well-suited for SFN transmission: the SI is often
the same over large areas, it should be provided via
broadcast and coverage on the cell border is challenging.
In NR, it should be possible to distribute the system in-
formation using SFN transmission over many TRPs.
[0111] As the idle mode synchronization signal may be
used as the synchronization source used to receive some
of the SI, it should use the same transmission scheme
as the SI. When the idle mode synchronization signal is
transmitted over such an SFN cluster, the UE is unable
to distinguish the idle mode synchronization signals
transmitted from individual TRPs. When using SFN to
distribute SI, the idle mode synchronization signal cannot
be used to identify an individual TRP within the cluster
as a connected mode handover target.
[0112] If the SFN signal is used as a target for a con-
nected mode handover measurement, the UE would be
handed over to the whole SFN cluster. Additional proce-

dures would then be required to find the best TRP within
the SFN cluster.
[0113] To enable SFN transmissions in idle mode and
to enable reception of the connected mode reference sig-
nals in the presence of massively beamformed data
transmissions, the network could use different beam-
forming for idle mode SS transmissions in comparison
with connected mode SS transmissions.
[0114] Dynamic load balancing is the procedure where
the network redistributes traffic between network nodes.
The main motivation for dynamic load balancing is to off-
load traffic from a heavily loaded node to a node with low
load.
[0115] With a separate connected mode synchroniza-
tion signal, traffic can be handed over from an overloaded
cell simply by reducing the transmit power of that signal.
As initial access is still performed using the idle mode
synchronization signals, the accessibility of the system
is unaffected. If the connected mode mobility is based
on the idle mode synchronization signal, this procedure
is not possible: any adjustment of the transmit power of
the idle mode synchronization signal would impact the
initial access performance, and hence the basic cover-
age of the system.
[0116] Performing dynamic load balancing in a system
with one synchronization for both idle and connected
mode should instead rely on mobility thresholds in indi-
vidual UEs. Not only would this procedure be slower, it
would require that the threshold for every single UE is
changed. With a separate connected mode synchroni-
zation signal, dynamic load balancing can be efficiently
performed. FIGURE 14 shows different beamforming of
synchronization signals in idle mode (wide beam) and
connected mode (narrow multi-beam) to enable SFN
transmission and reception of connected mode reference
signals under the presence of massively beamformed
data respectively.
[0117] The requirements on the idle mode and con-
nected mode synchronization signals are at least to some
extent different. From this insight, there are now two ways
to approach the problem, as illustrated in FIGURE 15. In
approach (a), the synchronization signals are designed
separately to fulfil the IDLE mode and CONNECTED
mode requirements. Thus, the idle mode synchronization
signal is designed to consider the requirements from idle
mode UEs and the connected mode synchronization sig-
nal is designed to consider the requirements from con-
nected mode UEs. This results in that each signal is op-
timized for its individual purpose, and the resulting de-
ployment is efficient. It is then quite likely that two signals
that are not identical may result. In approach (b), one
synchronization signal is designed to fulfil the superset
of the requirements for IDLE and CONNECTED mode,
resulting in a compromise design. The synchronization
signal is then deployed to fulfil the needs of IDLE and
RRC_CONNECTED UEs. There may be one signal de-
sign to capture in the standard.
[0118] The requirements of IDLE mode and CON-
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NECTED mode synchronization signals are in many cas-
es quite different. Thus, RANI assumes that a UE in RRC
_CONNECTED mode may rely on a DL signal different
from the idle mode synchronization signal for the purpose
of connected mode mobility measurements.

On NR DL mobility measurement signal design ex-
ample

[0119] In R1-1609668, "NR Synchronization signals
for idle and connected mode mobility", Ericsson, 3GPP
TSG-RAN WG1 #86bis, Lisbon, Portugal, October
10-14, 2016 (incorporated herein by reference), the need
for active mode mobility signals is discussed that follow
the self-contained principle and support synchronization,
TRP identification, and signal quality measurement func-
tions. In this paper, we propose a signal format design
for the active mode mobility RS.
[0120] As stated in R1-1609668, "NR Synchronization
signals for idle and connected mode mobility", Ericsson,
3GPP TSG-RAN WG1 #86bis, Lisbon, Portugal, October
10-14, 2016, the DL mobility measurement signal should
fulfil the following functions:

• Allow coarse symbol T/F synchronization
• Provide TRP or beam identification
• Allow link signal quality measurements with suffi-

cient quality.

[0121] One important feature is that the mobility signals
should support measurements of candidate link qualities
of signals from TRPs that may not be tightly (CP-level)
synchronized with the serving link signal. To support re-
quired DL mobility features, a self-contain signal design
must contain features for synchronization, identification,
and quality measurements.
[0122] The MRS should support efficient mobility beam
sweeping (TX) and scanning (RX). In traditional designs,
e.g. PSS/SSS, the different fields. In designs employing
multiple symbols to separate transmit the different parts
of the MRS, the duration of the sweep and scan times
are multiplied by the number of symbols required.
[0123] To provide these functions, the signal format
depicted in FIGURE 16 is proposed. The overall channel
is referred to as the SCH, and the signal. The signal con-
sists of two fields, a synchronization field, here called
TSS, and a link (cell or beam) identity field, here celled
BRS. The fields are multiplexed into a single OFDM sym-
bol that halves the beam sweeping duration for a given
number of beams. The use of the MRS symbols for beam
sweeping is also illustrated by FIGURE 16. Beams from
the same TRP may use the same TSS, while the BRS
fields identify individual beams. FIGURE 16 shows MRS
signal design consisting of TSS and BID fields (T- and
F-concatenation) and the use of multiple MRSs in sweep-
ing.
[0124] While the figure shows equal resource alloca-
tion to the two fields, they may be allocated unequally.

[0125] The TSS field, conceptually similar to the PSS
in LTE, is preferably a Zadoff-Chu sequence which have
been used in LTE for initial timing synchronization. A sin-
gle sequence, or a small number of them, should be used
to minimize the UE search effort.
[0126] The BRS sequence, similar in function to the
SSS in LTE, should be a pseudo-random binary se-
quence, e.g. an M-sequence or a Gold sequence. Tens
to hundreds of BRS sequences with good cross-correla-
tion properties should be accommodated.
[0127] FIGURE 17 shows a transmitter structure to
generate the MRS and MRS signal generation (T-con-
catenation). Time-domain concatenation of is preferred
because it may maximize the frequency diversity for both
fields and allows the full MRS frequency span to be used
for TSS-based timing estimation.
[0128] The UE receiver for first search for the TSS se-
quence in the time domain using appropriate timing and
frequency search grid. After obtaining symbol timing and
frequency synch, the FFT is applied and MRS subcarriers
are extracted. After IDFT of the MRS subcarriers, the
BRS (ID signal) symbols are obtained in a time-domain
representation. The BRS can be identified by matched
filtering with respect to a set of BRS hypotheses.
[0129] For MRS quality measurements, the entire sym-
bol (both fields) may be used for signal quality estimation.
[0130] Design MRS may be a two-part signal format
containing a synchronization part and a beam identifica-
tion and identification part. Multiplexing the TSS and BRS
parts into a single OFDM symbol may be supported
[0131] Modifications, additions, or omissions may be
made to the systems and apparatuses described herein
without departing from the scope of the disclosure. The
components of the systems and apparatuses may be in-
tegrated or separated. Moreover, the operations of the
systems and apparatuses may be performed by more,
fewer, or other components. Additionally, operations of
the systems and apparatuses may be performed using
any suitable logic comprising software, hardware, and/or
other logic. As used in this document, "each" refers to
each member of a set or each member of a subset of a set.
[0132] Modifications, additions, or omissions may be
made to the methods described herein without departing
from the scope of the disclosure. The methods may in-
clude more, fewer, or other steps. Additionally, steps may
be performed in any suitable order.
[0133] Although this disclosure has been described in
terms of certain embodiments, alterations and permuta-
tions of the embodiments will be apparent to those skilled
in the art. Accordingly, the above description of the em-
bodiments does not constrain this disclosure. Other
changes, substitutions, and alterations are possible with-
out departing from the spirit and scope of this disclo-
sure.The following examples provide further understand-
ing of the disclosure
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Numbered Examples

[0134]

1. A method (645) in a network node (115) for trans-
mitting a cell identifier to identify a source for one or
more beamed transmissions, the method compris-
ing:

determining (650) a cell identifier (310) of the
network node (115);
determining (655) a beam identifier of a beam
of the network node (115);
linking (660) the cell identifier (310) and the
beam identifier; and
transmitting (665) the beam identifier and the
cell identifier (310) to one or more user equip-
ment (110).

2. The method (645) of Example 1, wherein linking
the cell identifier (310) with the beam identifier com-
prises:

deriving a sequence from the beam identifier;
and
scrambling the cell identifier (310) with the se-
quence.

3. The method (645) of Example 1, wherein linking
the cell identifier (310) with the beam identifier com-
prises:

deriving a sequence from the beam identifier;
and
scrambling a field associated with the transmit-
ted cell identifier (310) with the sequence.

4. The method (645) of any of Examples 1-3, further
comprising dividing the cell identifier (310) into a first
sub-field and a second sub-field, the first sub-field is
modulated separately from the second sub-field.

5. The method (645) of any of Examples 1-4, wherein
the cell identifier (310) is scrambled in the frequency
domain.

6. The method (645) of Example 1, wherein the cell
identifier (310) is transmitted with one or more re-
source elements with a demodulation reference sig-
nal.

7. The method (645) of any of Examples 1 and 6,
wherein the cell identifier (310) is a sequence of en-
coded and quadrature amplitude modulated sym-
bols occupying resource elements in a symbol.

8. The method (645) of Example 1, wherein the cell
identifier (310) is transmitted separately from the

beam identifier transmission.

9. The method (645) of Example 8, wherein the cell
identifier (310) is transmitted over a physical down-
link control channel.

10. The method (645) of Example 9, wherein the
beam identifier maps to a radio network temporary
identifier for receiving the physical downlink control
channel.

11. The method (645) of any of Examples 1 and 8-10,
wherein the cell identifier (310) is scheduled to be
periodically transmitted to the user equipment (110).

12. The method (645) of Example 1, further compris-
ing configuring the user equipment (110) with a map-
ping between the cell identifier (310) and the beam
identifier.

13. The method (645) of Example 1, wherein linking
the cell identifier (310) with the beam identifier com-
prises selecting one or more of time/frequency re-
sources, demodulation reference signal, and modu-
lation level and coding scheme for cell identifier
transmission based on the beam identifier.

14. The method (645) of Example 1, wherein the cell
identifier transmission is performed in the same Or-
thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing symbol as
the beam identifier transmission.

15. A method (670) in a UE (110) for receiving a cell
identifier to identify a source for one or more beamed
transmissions comprising:

receiving (675) a beam identifier from a network
node; and
receiving (680) a cell identifier (310) linked to
the beam identifier.

16. The method (670) of Example 15, further com-
prising:

extracting a scrambling sequence from a mobil-
ity reference signal associated with the beam
identifier from the network node; and
descrambling the cell identifier (310) using the
scrambling sequence.

17. The method (670) of any of Examples 15-16,
wherein the cell identifier (310) is divided into a first
sub-field and a second sub-field, the first sub-field is
modulated separately from the second sub-field.

18. The method (670) of any of Examples 15-17,
wherein the cell identifier (310) is scrambled in the
frequency domain.
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19. The method (670) of Example 15, wherein the
cell identifier (310) is transmitted with one or more
resource elements with a demodulation reference
signal.

20. The method (670) of Example 19, further com-
prising:

extracting a demodulation reference signal se-
quence as a function of the beam identifier;
estimating a channel using the one or more re-
source elements; and
demodulating the cell identifier (310).

21. The method (670) of any of Examples 15 and
19, wherein the cell identifier (310) is a sequence of
encoded and quadrature amplitude modulated sym-
bols occupying resource elements in a symbol.

22. The method (670) of Example 15, wherein the
cell identifier (310) is transmitted separately from a
transmission of the beam identifier.

23. The method (670) of Example 22, wherein the
cell identifier (310) is transmitted over a physical
downlink control channel.

24. The method (670) of Example 23, wherein the
beam identifier maps to a radio network temporary
identifier for receiving the physical downlink control
channel.

25. The method (670) of any of Examples 15 and
22-24, wherein the cell identifier (310) is scheduled
to be periodically transmitted to the user equipment
(110).

26. The method (670) of Example 15, wherein the
user equipment (110) is configured with a mapping
between the cell identifier (310) and the beam iden-
tifier.

27. The method (670) of any of Examples 15-26,
further comprising using the beam identifier and the
cell identifier (310) to estimate signal quality of a
beam associated with the beam identifier.

28. The method (670) of any of Examples 15-27,
further comprising using the received cell identifier
to group received mobility reference signals accord-
ing to their originating cells.

29. A network node (115) for transmitting a cell iden-
tifier to identify a source for one or more beamed
transmissions comprising:

a memory (830); and
a processor (820) communicatively coupled to

the memory (830), the processor (820) config-
ured to:

determine a cell identifier (310) of the net-
work node (115);
determine a beam identifier of a beam of
the network node (115);
link the cell identifier (310) and the beam
identifier; and
transmit the beam identifier and the cell
identifier (310) to one or more user equip-
ment (110).

30. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
linking the cell identifier (310) with the beam identifier
comprises:

deriving a sequence from the beam identifier;
and
scrambling the cell identifier (310) with the se-
quence.

31. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
linking the cell identifier (310) with the beam identifier
comprises:

deriving a sequence from the beam identifier;
and
scrambling a field associated with the cell iden-
tifier (310) with the sequence.

32. The network node (115) of any of Examples
29-31, wherein the processor (820) is further config-
ured to divide the cell identifier (310) into a first sub-
field and a second sub-field, the first sub-field is mod-
ulated separately from the second sub-field.

33. The network node (115) of any of Examples
29-32, wherein the cell identifier (310) is scrambled
in the frequency domain.

34. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
the cell identifier (310) is transmitted with one or more
resource elements with a demodulation reference
signal.

35. The network node (115) of any of Examples 29
and 34, wherein the cell identifier (310) is a sequence
of encoded and quadrature amplitude modulated
symbols occupying resource elements in a symbol.

36. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
the cell identifier (310) is transmitted separately from
the beam identifier transmission.

37. The network node (115) of Example 36, wherein
the cell identifier (310) is transmitted over a physical
downlink control channel.
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38. The network node (115) of Example 37, wherein
the beam identifier maps to a radio network tempo-
rary identifier for receiving the physical downlink con-
trol channel.

39. The network node (115) of any of Examples 29
and 36-38, wherein the cell identifier (310) is sched-
uled to be periodically transmitted to the user equip-
ment (110).

40. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
the processor (820) is further configured to configure
the user equipment (110) with a mapping between
the cell identifier (310) and the beam identifier.

41. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
linking the cell identifier (310) with the beam identifier
comprises selecting one or more of time/frequency
resources, demodulation reference signal, and mod-
ulation level and coding scheme for cell identifier
transmission based on the beam identifier.

42. The network node (115) of Example 29, wherein
the cell identifier transmission is performed in the
same Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
symbol as the beam identifier transmission.

43. A user equipment (110) for receiving a cell iden-
tifier to identify a source for one or more beamed
transmissions comprising:

a memory (730); and
a processor (720) communicatively coupled to
the memory (730), the processor (720) config-
ured to:

receive a beam identifier from a network
node; and
receive a cell identifier (310) linked to the
beam identifier.

44. The user equipment (110) of Example 43, where-
in the processor (720) is further configured to:

extract a scrambling sequence from a mobility
reference signal associated with the beam iden-
tifier from the network node; and
descramble the cell identifier (310) using the
scrambling sequence.

45. The user equipment (110) of any of Examples
43-44, wherein the cell identifier (310) is divided into
a first sub-field and a second sub-field, the first sub-
field is modulated separately from the second sub-
field.

46. The user equipment (110) of any of Examples
43-45, wherein the cell identifier (310) is scrambled

in the frequency domain.

47. The user equipment (110) of Example 43, where-
in the cell identifier (310) is transmitted with one or
more resource elements with a demodulation refer-
ence signal.

48. The user equipment (110) of Example 47, where-
in the processor (720) is further configured to:

extract a demodulation reference signal se-
quence as a function of the beam identifier;
estimate a channel using the one or more re-
source elements; and
demodulate the cell identifier (310).

49. The user equipment (110) of any of Examples
43 and 47, wherein the cell identifier (310) is a se-
quence of encoded and quadrature amplitude mod-
ulated symbols occupying resource elements in a
symbol.

50. The user equipment (110) of Example 43, where-
in the cell identifier (310) is transmitted separately
from a transmission of the beam identifier.

51. The user equipment (110) of Example 50, where-
in the cell identifier (310) is transmitted over a phys-
ical downlink control channel.

52. The user equipment (110) of Example 51, where-
in the beam identifier maps to a radio network tem-
porary identifier for receiving the physical downlink
control channel.

53. The user equipment (110) of any of Examples
43 and 50-52, wherein the cell identifier (310) is
scheduled to be periodically transmitted to the user
equipment (110).

54. The user equipment (110) of Example 43, where-
in the user equipment (110) is configured with a map-
ping between the cell identifier (310) and the beam
identifier.

55. The user equipment (110) of any of Examples
43-54, wherein the processor (720) is further config-
ured to use the beam identifier and the cell identifier
(310) to estimate signal quality of a beam associated
with the beam identifier.

56. The user equipment (110) of any of Examples
43-55, wherein the processor (720) is further config-
ured to use the received cell identifier to group re-
ceived mobility reference signals according to their
originating cells.

[0135] Abbreviations used in the preceding description
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may include:

AP Access Point
BS Base Station
BRS Beam Reference Signal
BSC Base Station Controller
BTS Base Transceiver Station
CPE Customer Premises Equipment
CRS Cell Specific Reference Signal
CQI Channel Quality Indicator
CSI Channel State Information
CSI-RS Channel State Information Reference Sig-

nal
D2D Device-to-device
DL Downlink
DMRS Demodulation Reference Signal
eNB evolved Node B
EPDCCH Enhanced Physical Downlink Control

Channel
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
IDFT Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
LAN Local Area Network
LEE Laptop Embedded Equipment
LME Laptop Mounted Equipment
LTE Long Term Evolution
M2M Machine-to-Machine
MAN Metropolitan Area Network
MCE Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity
MCS Modulation level and coding scheme
MSR Multi-standard Radio
NR New Radio
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-

ing
PDCCH Physical Downlink Control Channel
PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network
RB Resource Block
RNC Radio Network Controller
RRC Radio Resource Control
RRH Remote Radio Head
RRU Remote Radio Unit
TRP Transmission Reception Point
TSS TRP Synchonisation Signal
TTT Time To Trigger
UE User Equipment
UL Uplink
WAN Wide Area Network

Claims

1. A method performed by a base station (115) for as-
sociating a cell identifier with a beam identifier, the
method comprising:
transmitting (665) a beam comprising a cell identifier
in a field of the beam and a beam identifier for iden-
tifying the beam, wherein the beam comprises REs
which use a demodulation reference signal, DMRS,

derived from the beam identifier.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the resource ele-
ments, REs, are used for channel estimation.

3. The method of Claim 1 or Claim 2, further comprising:
receiving a measurement report from a user equip-
ment, UE, served by the base station, wherein the
measurement report is based on the wireless device
detecting the beam identifier and using the beam
identifier to report the measurement.

4. A method (670) performed by a UE (110) for asso-
ciating a cell identifier with a beam identifier, the
method comprising:

receiving (680), from a base station, a beam
comprising a cell identifier (310) in a field of the
beam and a beam identifier for identifying the
beam, wherein the beam comprises resource
elements, REs, which use a demodulation ref-
erence signal, DMRS, derived from the beam
identifier;
using the demodulation reference signal for de-
modulating the REs.

5. The method (670) of Claim 4, further comprising:
performing channel estimation on the REs.

6. The method of Claims 4 or 5, further comprising:

performing a measurement on the detected
beam;
reporting to the base station the measurement
using the detected beam identifier.

7. A base station (115) configured for associating a cell
identifier with a beam identifier, the base station
configured to:
transmit a beam comprising a cell identifier in a field
of the beam and a beam identifier for identifying the
beam, wherein the beam comprises resource ele-
ments, REs, which use a demodulation reference
signal, DMRS, derived from the beam identifier.

8. The base station (115) of Claim 7, wherein the REs
are used for channel estimation..

9. The base station (115) of any one of Claims 7 or 8,
further configured to:
receive a measurement report from a user equip-
ment, UE, served by the base station, wherein the
measurement report is based on the wireless device
detecting the beam identifier and using the beam
identifier to report the measurement.

10. A user equipment (110) configured for associating a
cell identifier with a beam identifier, the UE config-
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ured to:

receive (680) from a base station, a beam com-
prising a cell identifier (310) in a field in of the
beam and a beam identifier for identifying the
beam, wherein the beam comprises resource
elements, REs, which use a demodulation ref-
erence signal, DMRS, derived from the beam
identifier;
use the demodulation reference signal for de-
modulating the REs.

11. The UE (110) of Claim 10, further configured to:
performing channel estimation on the REs.

12. The UE (110) of Claim 10 or Claim 11, further con-
figured to:

perform a measurement on the detected beam;
and
report to the base station the measurement us-
ing the detected beam identifier.
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